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Abstract 
The rear metallization is an important element in order to improve the efficiency yield. Depending on the structure of 
the metal stack used to contact the doped areas, the reflectivity of this back reflector is considerably changed. In the 
literature, the metal stacks used to contact the cell are rather complex (Si/Al/Ti/Pd/Ag) in order to obtain a low 
contact resistivity for the n-doped and p-doped zones, a good mechanical bond and a good back surface reflectivity. 
We proposed in this paper, a simpler Si/Ti/Ag stack which does not need any annealing and provides electrical 
contacts able to improve the efficiency of an IBC (Interdigitated Back Contacts) solar cell. 
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1. Introduction 
Interdigitated back contacts (IBC) architecture (FIG. 1) has several advantages: no shadowing from 
front metallization, ease of module integration and a lower series resistance compared to standard 
architecture because no global current goes through the base. The capability of such cells to achieve high 
efficiency is already demonstrated [1,2]. These cells need a perfect surface passivation and high lifetime 
silicon in order to collect the charges generated far away from the junction located at the back of the cell 
[3]. The need for high lifetime wafers can be diminished thanks to the use of thinner wafers. But the 
thinner the wafers are, the better the back reflector has to be. Usually, this back reflector is a complex rear 
metallization (Si/Ti/Pd/Ag or Si/Al/Ti/Pd/Ag). The purpose of this paper is first to explain the drawbacks 
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of these metallizations and to suggest a simpler metal stack which can be used without annealing and 
giving better efficiencies for large enough contact surfaces thanks to higher reflectivity of the back 
reflector. 
First, the optical simulation tool developed in order to optimize the metal stack is presented. The 
second section of this paper studies the reflectance through experiments and simulations of different 
stacks on back surface of a 300μm silicon wafer. And finally the third section compares the contact 
resistivity of the stacks on n-doped and p-doped surfaces before to conclude. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Interdigitated back contacts solar cell 
2. Optical simulation tool dedicated to solar cells 
We developed a simulation code, named OPTO, able to predict the absorption, the reflectance and the 
transmission of each layer of a stack, under any incident angle, considering all the layers as semi-
transparent materials [4]
reflectance with another simulation tool, IMD [5]. All the tested structures give the same reflectance for 
the wavelength range considered (see FIG. 2). Thanks to OPTO, we can investigate how to obtain high 
reflectance for the back surface interface between Si and the metal stack.  
The rear metallization of IBC cells is usually done with Si/Ti/Pd/Ag [6] or Si/Al/Ti/Pd/Ag [7] metal 
stack. The Ag layer is used because of the low resistivity of silver, this is the conductive layer. The Pd 
layer is interposed between Ti and Ag layers and acts as a barrier layer to avoid reaction between Ti and 
Ag. And finally, Ti or Al, can contact n-doped and p-doped regions with low contact resistivity thanks to 
an adapted work function for both doping [8]. However, Ti is not a good reflector. Hence the structure 
Si/Al/Ti/Pd/Ag is preferred in order to increase the light trapping thanks to the higher reflectance obtained 
with an Al layer. 
The idea of this paper is to use a Si/Ti/Ag stack with a thin Ti layer. The Ti layer permit a low contact 
resistivity for n-doped and p-doped regions and the Ag layer give a low line resistance for the collection 
of the current. With this structure two problems come up, the absence of barrier layer and the low 
reflectivity of Ti. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the reflectance of different stacks simulated with OPTO and IMD
Concerning the absence of barrier layer, Mette [9] presented results showing no degradation for cells
using Si/Ti/Ag stacks compared to Si/Ti/Pd/Ag stacks, even after two years of storage. So the Pd barrier 
layer does not seem essential. For the second problem, we minimize the impact of Ti on the reflectance,
using very thin layer of Ti. As one can see on FIG. 3, with a 5nm Ti layer, the absorption in the metal
layer is drastically decreased compared to the thick Si/Ti/Pd/Ag stack.
Fig. 3. Simulated absorption for different metal stacks
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 The thinner the Ti layer is, the closest the reflectivity is to the Si/Ag interface reflectivity 
which is a good reflector in the wavelength range of interest (800nm< 1200nm). This lower absorption 
can significantly increase the photogenerated current. For example, considering a 300μm thick Si solar 
cell with no shadowing, no texturization and an IQE (Internal Quantum Efficiency) equal to 1 for all 
wavelengths, simulation shows an 0.72mA.cm² absolute increase of the Jsc thanks to the Si/Ti(5nm)/Ag 
stack higher reflectance compared to the Si/Ti(50nm)/Pd(50nm)/Ag stack. Of course this improvement is 
higher than the one expected experimentally because IQE will be lower than 1 but for a real IBC cell, 
with high IQE values and texturization, the improvement is expected to be significant. 
3. Experimental techniques 
3.1. Reflectance 
The easiest method to measure the reflectance of a solar cell back reflector is to measure the front total 
reflectance of a structure comparable to a solar cell, a stack Si/metals. The wavelengths above 800nm are 
of great interest for solar cells thicker than 100μm because they are lowly absorbed by Si, thus they can 
be detected in this measurement and characterize the reflectance of the back reflector. 
The reflectance of a Si(300μm)/Ti/(Pd/)Ag stack with different thicknesses of Ti layer and with or 
without Pd layer is measured by mean of an hemispherical reflectance measurement and simulated with 
OPTO. The substrate is a p-doped monocrystalline silicon wafer, oriented <100>, with a resistivity of 
1 .cm. Before the deposition of the metal stacks, the wafers are cleaned through successive baths (HF 5% 
(20sec), H2O2/H2SO4 (1:1, 10min), HF 5% (20sec)) in order to obtain an interface as ideal as possible. 
Then the metal stacks are successively evaporated thanks to an electron beam evaporator. 
3.2. Contact resistivity 
TLM (Transmission Line Method) measurements [8] are carried out for different stacks and on 
different doped surfaces in order to characterize the contact resistivity of the couples stack/surface. After 
a surface cleaning (HF 5% (20sec), H2O2/H2SO4 (1:1, 10min), HF 5% (20sec)), TLM pads are realized 
thanks to a lift-off of evaporated metals. The metal stacks are: Si/Ti(1nm)/Ag, Si/Ti(5nm)/Ag, 
Si/Ti(50nm)/Pd(50nm)/Ag and Si/Al. The deposits are realized on 35 -doped surfaces, 75 -
doped surfaces and 115 -doped surfaces. No annealing is done for these TLM measurements. Four 
TLM patterns are done for each couple stack/surface. 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Reflectance 
In FIG. 4, we can see that the simulated and experimental data of the reflectance of the structure 
described in section 3.1 are well fitted for wavelengths under 1150nm. For wavelengths above 1000nm, 
one can notice an increase of the reflectance for all the stacks. It comes from the radiations reaching the 
interface Si/metal and reflected out across the front interface air/Si because they are poorly absorbed in 
Si. The threshold 1000nm depends on the thickness of the Si wafer, the thicker the wafer is, the higher the 
threshold is. If the back reflector is effective, the increase of the reflectance above the threshold will be 
higher. Thus, as expected from the simulations with OPTO, the stack with the thinner Ti layer is the better 
back reflector. For wavelengths above 1150nm, the experimental data are incorrect because of a problem 
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with the integrating sphere coating, consequently the simulated and experimental data diverged. New 
measurements are planned and will correct this experimental artefact.
Fig. 4. Simulated and experimental spectral reflectance of a stack Si(300μm)/Ti(/Pd)/Ag for different thicknesses of Ti
4.2. Contact resistivity
The higher the doping surfaces are, the lower the contact resistances are thanks to tunneling of the
charges at the interface Si/metal [8]. Fortunately, in IBC cells, the contacts are located at the rear of the
cell permitting high doping of the contact areas. Although the high doping level will reduce the lifetime
of the minority carriers in the emitter and the BSF (Back Surface Field), there are so few carriers
generated in these regions for wafers thicker than 100μm, that this loss is offset by the increase of build-
in voltage [10]. Furthermore, because the IBC structure is rather complex, it is desirable to limit the
number of process steps in order to keep cost as low as possible. Thus, it is of great interest to take both 
contacts with the same metallization in a single process step.
All metal stacks characterized are ohmic contacts without any annealing required. The Al contact on
the p-
that for n- and imply negligible resistive 
losses. For p-doped surfaces, the specific resistivity is higher because the surface is lowly doped but stays
Uncertainty is higher for highly doped samples, because the specific resistivity is
lower, so harder to measure with simple TLM patterns as used in this experiment. In order to determine
accurately the specific resistivity of the couple metal/surface smaller TLM gaps between the TLM pads
and mesa structures are needed to approach the theoretical design of the experiment and avoid parasitic
current flows on the edge of the pads.
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Fig. 5. Specific resistance versus sheet resistance of samples
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, a new IBC back surface metallization was investigated through simulation and 
experiment thanks to a more efficient light trapping. Both
simulation and experiment validated the fact that the Ti/Ag stack with thin Ti layer (<5nm) can increase a
Jsc thanks to a lower absorption in the metal stack and a higher reflectance at the rear interface
Si/metal. The quality of the electrical contact of this new metal stack was questioned and as shown by the
TLM measurements, this stack gives ohmic contacts useable in solar cells on both n-doped and p-doped 
surfaces without annealing. In order to confirm these results, IBC cells is ongoing.
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